GCSE Geography at
Bury C of E High School

AQA GCSE Specification at a
glance
Living with Physical
Environment (35%)

Challenges of the Human Geographical applications
Environment (35%)
(skills) (30%)

88 marks, with 3 SPaG
marks
Questions: Multiple
choice, short answer,
levelled response and
extended prose
1 hour 30 minutes

88 marks, with 3 SPaG
marks
Questions: same as first
paper
1 hour 30 minutes

76 marks with 6 SPaG
Pre-released sources on an
issue 12 weeks before the
exam
Questions on students own
fieldwork
1 hour 15 minutes

What Physical Geography do our
students study?
Three topics studied including:

Section A: The challenge of natural hazards
Section B: The Living World
Section C: Physical Landscapes of the UK

Section A: The Challenge of Natural Hazards
Natural Hazards

Weather Hazards

Climate Change

Tectonic Hazards:
- Plate tectonics
- Earthquakes
- Volcanoes
- two contrasting
examples of an
earthquake e.g. Nepal
and Chile
- Reasons why people live
in tectonic hazard zones
- Ways to reduce the risk
from tectonic hazards

- Atmospheric circulation
models
- Tropical storms and an
example e.g. Typhoon Haiyan
- Ways to reduce risk from a
tropical storm
-UK extreme weather and an
example e.g. drought or flash
floods Cumbria 2015

-Evidence of climate change
from Quaternary to present
day
- Causes of climate change
both physical and human
- Managing climate change

Section B: The Living World
Ecosystems

Tropical rainforests and Cold Environments

- An example of
small UK
ecosystem e.g.
pond
- Characteristics of
large scale global
ecosystems

- Characteristics and biodiversity
- Development and challenges e.g. Deforestation and
environmental impacts
- A case study of a tropical rainforest and a cold
environment e.g. the Amazon and Alaska to show
development and challenges to show causes and impacts
of deforestation
- The value of the ecosystem
- Strategies used to manage the ecosystem sustainably

Section C: Physical Landscapes of the UK
General
Coastal Landscapes of the UK
overview of - Processes e.g. erosion
the location - Landforms such as headlands
and bays, beaches, spits and
sand dunes
- An example of a UK coastline
e.g. Holderness
- Management strategies
along UK coastlines
- Coastal management scheme

River Landscapes of the UK
- The profile of a river channel
and a river valley
- Fluvial processes e.g. erosion
- Landforms like meanders and
waterfalls
- An example of a UK river
valley e.g. River Tees
- Management strategies along
UK rivers to prevent flooding
- River management scheme

What Human Geography topics do
our students study?
Section A: Urban issues and challenges

Section B: The changing economic world
Section C: The challenge of resource
management

Section A: Urban Issues and Challenges
Global Urban
change and
patterns of
urbanisation
across the
world
including
Megacities

LIC or NEE City case study e.g. Rio De Janeiro and a
UK city case study e.g. Manchester or London

- Location, growth and importance of city
- Urban growth opportunities- economic and social
- Urban growth challenges- economic, social and
environmental
- Sustainable urban living

Section B: The Changing Economic World
Global
Economy
-Variations of
economic
development
-Development
indicators
- Growth of
tourism

LIC or NEE case study e.g.
Brazil, India
- Location and importance
- Political, social and cultural
context
- Changing industrial
structure like Transnational
corporations (TNCs)
- Trade and aid
- Environmental impacts

UK Economic futures
- Causes of economic change
- Move to a service and financial
economy from industrial
- Impacts of industry of physical
environment
- Improvements to transport
infrastructure
- The North-South Divide
- Place of the UK in the wider
world e.g., EU, Commonwealth

Section C: The Challenge of Resource Management

Global and
UK overview
of Food,
Water and
Energy as a
resource

Food and Energy
- Areas of surplus and deficit
- Reasons for increasing consumption
- Factors affecting supply
- Impacts of security e.g. famine, under-nutrition, rising
prices
- Strategies to increase production
- Moving towards sustainable resource futures
- Examples of large scale and local scale projects

Geographical applications
-A critical thinking and problem-solving exam
Geographical issue (decision
making exercises)

Fieldwork: Physical and Human

- Given an issue from Physical or
Human Geography
-They will be given a resource
source sheet 12 weeks before
- They will have to make a justified
decision based on interpretation of
sources and own knowledge
- They will also be tested on a range
of mathematical and statistical skills

-Students undertake two fieldwork
enquiries to collect their own primary
data
-They are in contrasting environmentsone physical and one human
- They will be tested on other unseen
fieldwork situations

Skills: Cartographic, numerical, graphical, statistical, GIS.
Literacy skills: compare, contrast, explain, discuss, evaluate etc.

Fieldwork Opportunities
HUMAN: Salford Quays, Urban
regeneration

PHYSICAL: coastal
processes and human
interactions

Iceland 2019
A once in a lifetime
opportunity to walk up
volcanoes and on glaciers,
see geysers, lava fields,
waterfalls and swim in hot
pools like the Blue Lagoon.

“Geography students don't have a set career
path like other subjects with higher
unemployment.”

“Studying geography arms
graduates with a mix of skills
employers want to see.”

“Geography students hold
the key to the world's
problems”
Michael Palin

I

Geography!

What do Geographers do?
Compared to other graduates, geographers are among the most
employable as they have a wide range of skills and is seen as a
facilitating subject by UK universities
41% go into
management and
administration.

11% joined the
financial sector.

10% joined other
professions including
the media.

25% go onto further
training, such as a
PCGE for teaching.

10% joined the
retail sector.

So why choose Geography?
1. Geography provides an opportunity for you to
understand what is going on in the world.
2. You will develop transferable skills for a rapidly
changing world, giving you the skills that colleges and
employers are looking for.

3. We are a high achieving department with excellent
GCSE results year after year.
4. We teach an up to date, relevant and interesting
curriculum.
5. We have a committed teaching staff providing
excellent support to all pupils throughout the course.

